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Rigid isotopies of the real proJective configurations

V.F.Mazurovskii

1vanovo Civil Engineering lnstitute

1. TI}~}!l~!1} _9~l~~!~: An ordered (unordered) (n;k)-configuration 01

degree m is define<! to be an ordered (respectively unordered) coHectión of

m linear' k-dimensional subspaees of IRP". We associate witheach

configuration its upper and lower ranks, í.e. the dimensions of the

projective hull and intersection respeetively of aH the subspaees of the

eonfiguration. The combinatorial characteristie of a eonfiguration is, by

definition, the list of upper and lower ranks of aH its subeonfigurations.

Two eonfigurations are said to be rigidly isotopie if they ean be joined by

isotopy eonsisting of eonfigurations with the same combinatorial

eharacteristics. lt is obvious that the property of being rigidly isotopie

is equivalenee relation. The equivalenee elass of a configuration wilh

respect to this relation is eaHed its rigid isotopy t)pe.

The spaee PC m (SPC m ) of ordered (unordered) (n;k)-eonfigurations
n,k n,k

of degree III is naturally isomorphie to the m-lh (~ymmetric) power or the

Grassmanian G . A eonfiguratioll is said to be non-singular ir all its
n+l,k+1

subspaees are in general position. The sel GPC m (GSPC In ) of non-singular
n,k n,k

ordered (unordered) eonfigurations is an open subset of PC In
k

(SPC III ) in
n. n,k

Zariski topology. The set of aH non-singular ordered (unordered)

eonfigurations of lhe same rigid isotopy type forms a eonneeled component

of GPC 111 (GSPC III ) in strong lopology. These connected eomponents are
n. k n. k

called cameras of PC m (SPC 111 ).
n. k n. k



2. P->-~i~~~I}~Lg~~l?~; A configuraLion is said to be l-singular if ull

configuraLions rigidly isOLopic to it form a codimension subseL in Lhe

configuraLion space. The set of all l-singular configurations of lhe same

rigid isotopy type is called a wallo Two l-singular configurations are said

to be p-equívalent if they belong to walls which separate lhe samecameras.

The mutual posilion of lhe cameras in the configuralion space can be

described by means of the adjacency graph (see [2]), whose verlices and

edges are in one-lo-one correspondence w1th the cameras and walls

respectively, and two verlices representing some cameras are connecLed by

an edge if and only ir these cameras are adjacent lo the wall corresponding

to this edge. It may happen thal the end poinls of an edge coincides with

each olher, as in lhe following cases:

a) if the configuration space has a boundary and lhe wall is conLained

in it;

b) if the wall is a one-sided subset of the configuration space;

c) if lhe wall is a two-sided subset, but has the same camera adjacenl

at each side.

Each of these cases corresponds to a loop in Ihe adjacency graph. In

cases b) and c) the wallis called ¡mIer.

3.l?~g~!]~~~!!<!!]_~!]~_P~~!!!!.'~~!!<!!]; Leí X be pe m or spe 111. A E X.
o n. k n. k

S: [0,1 J -----? X be a palh such Ihal A = s(O) and the restriction s., is
10.1)

a rigid isotopy of A. If configuralions A and A' = s( 1) have distinct

combinatorial characterislics, Ihen s is caBed a degeneration 01'

configuration A, and palh S·I is called a perturbatíon of No

Lel A= lA, ... ,A 1 be a non-singularconfiguration of k-dimensional
I m

subspaces of IRp2k+l. We say Ihat Ihe subspaces A. and A. of A can be moved
I J .

up fO intersection in a point, if Ihere exisls a degeneration of A such

thal:
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1) its reslriclions lo lhe subconfiguralions (Al' ... ,.A. l' A l'1- 1+

,Aland (A. ...• A. • A. , ... • A 1 which are oblained by
m 1 J-I J+I m

removing the elemenls A, A from A respectively are rigid isolopies,
J J .

2) in the result of lhis degeneration the subspaces corresponding to

the subspaces A and A intersect in a point.
1 J

4. 1:!~~!~I,L~l!'ll~~~~~ In lhe nexl two sections 1 describe lhe

constructions of O.Ya.Viro (see [9], [lOJ).

Let B=(B
1
, B2, B

3
' be ordered non-singular configuralion of lhree

k-dimensional subspaces of oriented space IRp2k+l. Consider lhe canonical

projection pr: 1R2k+\( OI ~ IRp2k+l. The orientation of IRP2ktl induces lhe

. . f 'k+' Le B- .I(B) (l' 3 .onentatlOn o veclor space IR- -. 1 . = pr . U O, 1=1,2, . 11 IS
11

- - - .' ~~

c1ear lhat B
I
, B2, B

3
are veclor (k+I)-dimensional subspaces of IR- -. Lel

B;. B;, B; be the same subspaces equiped with sorne orienlalions. To every

ordered pair (B~, B\ where i,j = 1.2,3, i=ftj. we assign a inleger denoled
I J

by lk(B~,B~) which is equal to +1 if the orientation oflR2k+2 coincides
J J

with the orientation induced by B~$B~, and equal lo -1 in the opposite
I J .

case. The product Ik(B*,B*)/k(B*,B*)/k(B*,B*) denoted by lk(B I,B
2
,B

3
) is

233112 _

caBed lhe linking ml/llber of lhe lriple of disjoint k-dimensional subspaces

B
l
, B2, B

3
in th~ oriented space lRp2k+l. lt is easy to see lhal

Ik(B ,B .B ) does nol depend on lhe choice of lh.e orientations of 8., i=
I 2 3 I

1,2,3. is preserved under rigid isolopies of B, and changed under reversal

of lhe orientalion of IRp2k+I. Il can be observed aIso lhal if k is odd,

lhen Ik(B ,B ,8 ) does nol depend on lhe choice of orders of subspaces of B
I 2 3

and is preserved under ¡solopies of B (in lhis case Ik(B~,B~) coincides
I J

with lhe doubIed Iinking number of cycles B~ and B~ in lhe orienled
1 J

manifold IRp2k+I).

Ordered non-singular (2k+ 1;k)-configuralions C == (C, C •.. , , C 1
I 2 III

and C' == IC' c'l' 2'
c' I are said lo be llOl1lology equimlelll if for a

III
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fixed orienlalion ol' IRp2k+1 lk(C.,C.,C
k

) = Ik(C:,C:,C
k
') for any i,j,k =

I J I J

l,2, ...,m, i<j<k. Two ordered l-singular (2k+l;k)-configurations will be

called hOl1lology equivalent if afler perturbations of lhem lwo pairs 01'

homology equivalent ordered non-singular configurations are oblained. And

two unordered l-singular (non-singular) (2k+ l;k)-configurations will be

called hOl1lology equivalem if lhey can be ordered by thesuch way lhal the

ordered configurations corresponding lo them are homology equivalen!.

5. ~<.?!I]_~'::\[P.I!1~!!<.?I]_~I]~_~'!~eC:I}~!<.?I]: Let A = (Al' ... ,AmI be an ordered

configuration of k-dimensional subspa,ces of IR?", and let B= (B, ... ,B I
I m

be an ordered configuration of /-dimensional subspaces of IRP'. We suppose

lhat IR?" and IRps are imbedded inlo IR?,,+'+J as disjoint linear subspaces. If

n and s are odd, wesuppose, in addition, that IR?", IRps, and 1R?,,+s+l are

oriented, and linking number of lhe images of IR?" andlRPs in IR?,,+'+I equals

. fA dB' pn+s+l .+1. Let C. be the projective hull of the Jmages o . an . In IR , J=
I I I

l,...,m. It is clear that C = (C, ... ,C J
I m

is an ordered

(n+s+1 ;k+l+ 1)-configuration of degree m. The configuration C is called lhe

join of A and B. A configuration is called an isotopy join if il is rigidly

iSOIOpic to the join of some t\yo configurations.

In lhe same manner, one can delermine lhe join sutn of lwo unordered

configurations, bul in lhis case it depends on lhe. choice of orders of lhe

elements of the configurations summarized.

A non-singular ordered (unordered) (3; 1)-configuration which cOllsisls

of generalrices of a, quadric in IRP! will be called an ordered (unordered)

trivial conJigurarion of Hnes of IRP!. A trivial cOllfiguration of lines of

oriented space IRp3 with positive linking numbers of lriples of the lines

will be called lhe Hopf eonJiguration. The join of a configuralion' 01'

k-dimensional subspaces of IRpn and the trivial configuration (lhe Hopl'

configuralion, if n IS odd) is called lhe sl/spension of lhis
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(n;k)-configuration.

lt is easy, to see that any two Hnes of a trivial configuration can be

lransposed by a rigid aUloisolOPY of the configuration whieh keeps other

Hnes of lhe configuralion fixed. It follows that one can find a rigid

autoisotopy of lhis configuration which permutes its Hnes in an arbitrary

way. Hence, the join of an unordered configuration of k-dimensional

subspaces of IRP" and the trivial configuration (the Hopf configuration, if

n is odd) does not depend on the orders of elements of these configurations

up to rigid isotopy.

5.1. Lemma. The conslruction of the suspension preserves lhe linking

numbers and rigidly isotopie configurations are taken to rigidly isotopic

configurations.

6. <;?~gg':'~~!!?~~_?f_~!_I!1?~!_~_!!'!~~_?f_~~: Let L
1

and L
2

be two

oriented disjoint lines in IRpl wilh positive linking number. Let A:,

A 1 be sorne different points of L1
, and A2, ••• , A2 be sorne different

m 1 r

points of L2 such that the order of the points determined by the lower

indices agrees to the orientations of L1 and L2. We suppose that r ~ m.

Consider a map f from (1, oo. mI onto (1, oo. , rl and connecl poinls A ~
I

and Af~i) by lines, i = 1, .oo, m. lf r = '.m we obtain a non-singular join

(3; l)-configuralion of degree m which is denoled. by jc(l); if r = m-I, we

oblain l-singular join (3; 1)"configuration of degree m which is denoted by

sjc(l). Since f can be represenled by the table [ l. Oo,",] we use lhe
f (I)...f( 111)

symbol (f(l), oo. ,f(m» to denote f.

6.1. Theorem. (O. Ya.Viro, see [9]). Any unordered non-singular

configuration of at most 5 lines of IRpl is an isotopy join. Two unordered

non-singular (3;1)-confígurations of degree .~ 5 are rigidly isotopie if and

only if lhey are homology equivalent.

6.2. Theorem. Any unordered I-singular eonfiguration of at most 5

5



lines of IRp3 is an iSOlOPY join. Two unordered I-singular

(3; l)-configurations of degree ::; 5 are rigidly iSOlópic if and only if lhey

are homology equivalen!.

We shall denote the rigid isolopy lype of configuralion K by [K]. The

next theorem follows from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.

6.3. Theorem. a) The adjacency graph of SPC 2 has one verlex and one
3,1

edge-Ioop, which corresponds to lhe one-sided inner wall.

b) Theadjacency graph of SPC 3 is shown on lhe diagram below.
3,1

[s.i~ (i,i, t)]
• •

Eje. P, ,l.,! )J

c) The adjacency graph of SPC 4 is lhe graph presenled below. The
3,1

loop corresponds lo one-sided inner wall.

[5jc(i,2..i.~)J

[!>jc l ~,~, 1. I i)]
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d) The adjaeeney graph of SPC s is lhe following.
3,1

[jc(i,~.~,1t,5)]

(jc( S,It,?l,2.. i)]

Unlike the non-singular (3; 1)-configurations of degree $ 5 unordered

non-singular eonfigurations of 6 lines oflRP' are not determined up lo

rigid isotopy by the linking numbers.

6.4~ Theorem. a) The unordered non-singular (3; 1)-eonfiguration M,

affine part of which is shown on diagram 1 in Appendix, and jls mirror

image arehOll1ology equivalent, but not rigidly ¡sotopie.

b) The unordered non-singular (3; l)-configuration L, affine part of

whieh is shown on diagram 2 in Appendix, and unordered non-singular join

(3;1)-configuration je(1,2,5,6,3,4) are homology equivalent, but nol

rigidly isotopie.

e) The mirrorimages of L and je(l,2,5,6,3,4) are homology eqlJivalenl,

but nOI rigidly isotopie.

We denote the mirror image of lhe configurations L and M by L/and M'
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respeetively.

Yu.V.Drobolukhina in [1] defined an analogous of Jonespolynomial for

links inlRp3. This polynomial was defined by means of lhe slale model

analogous lo Kauffman's model [3] for lhe Jones polynomial of links in S3.

This eonslruetion yields lhe braekeled Kauffman polynomial of links in IRp3.

This polynomial is nol an isolopy invarianl of links in 1Rp3, sinee it is

nol preserved under lhe Reidemeisler molion .Q of links diagram.
I

Neverlheless, il is an rigid iS010PY invarianl of unordered non-singular

eonfiguralions of projeelive lines, sinee in lhe proeess of rigid iS010PY

lhis Reidemeisler molion does nol oeeur. This polynomial will be eal1ed lhe

KauJJman polynomial of a non-singular eonfiguration of lines of 1Rp3.

6.S. Theorem. Any unordered non-singular (3;1)-eonfiguration of degree

6 is either an isolopy join, or rigidly isolopie lo one of the fol1owing

fourpairwise non-isotopie eonfigurations: L, M, L', M'. Two unordered

non-singular eonfigurations of 6 lines of 1Rp3 are rigidly isolopie if and

only if lheir Kauffman polynomials are equal.

6.6. Theorem. Any unordered l-singular (3;1)-eonfiguralion of degree 6

is eilher an isolopy join, or rigidly isolopie lo one of lhe fol1owing six

pairwise non-isolopie eonfigllralions: ~, 1li;' ¿n, ~r, 1li', J1l.' Two lInordered

I-singular con"figuralions of 6 lines of IRp3 are rigidly if and only if lhey

are homology eqllivalenl and p-equivalenl simullaneously.

The line of a non-singular join (3; l )-eonfiguration jc(. l' ... ",)

corresponding to lhe elemenl' (where p E: {l, ... ,m)) wil1 be denoled by
p

symbol (. ). The l-singular (3; I)-eonfiguralions ~, 1li, ¿tr are oblained fmm
p

lhe non-singular (3; 1)-configuraLions jc(l,3,S,2,6,4), L, M by moving up lo

lhe interseclion in a poinl lhe lines (1) and (S), L
2

and L
4

, M
2

and M4

respecLively. The I-singular configuralions ~', 1li', and ¿tr' are lhe mirmr

images of ¿ft, 1li, and ¿:tl respeelively.
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The next theorem is a eonsequenee of Theorerns 6.5 and 6.6.

6.7. Theorem. The adjaeeney graph of SPC 6 is shown on diagrarn 3 in
3.1

Appendix. Al! loops of the graph eorrespond to one-sided inner wal!s.

. 7.~!~~!!!~~!!eJ] J?~el?~~!!~~_e~_!~~_~1!~I?~J]~!eJ.!: O.Ya.Viro put forward

two following hypothesis (The Bielefeld meeting on combinatorial theory,

1989):

1) to sorne exLent eonsLruetion of the suspension realized an ernbedding

of the theory of the rigid isotopy types of (2k+l;k)-configurations into

the Lheory ·of the rigid isotopy types or (2k+5;k+2)-eonfigurations;

2) there exisLs an analogous of the Kauffrnan polynornial for

non-singular (4n-l ;2n-l)-eonfigurations and it is preserved under the

suspension.

In 1990 1 showed that the first Viro's hypothesis was true. Narnely I

proved the fol!owing theorern.

7.1. Theorem. Any I-singular (non-singular) (2k+5;k+2)-eonfiguration

of degree rn is rigidly isotopie to Lhesuspension of .a I-singular

(non-singular) (2k+l;k)-eonfiguration for rn ~ k+5 (k> O), and, ir 111 :; k+2,

then rigid iSOLOPY of Lhe suspensions is equivalent to rigid iSOLOPY of Lhe

original (2k+ 1;k)-eonfigurations.

In 1990 l also showeq IhaL lhe second Viro's'hYPolhesis is nol lrue as

a whole. Namely lhe rollowing lheorem is true.

7.2. Theorel11. Three '.palrs of unordered

(3; 1)-eonfiguraLions of degree 6 from Theorern 6.4 have distineL Kauffman

polynornials, bUI lhe suspensions of these eonfiguraLions are rigidly

isotopie.

IRp4n .) •
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8.1. Theorem. For n> 1 lwo unordered l-singular (non-singular)

(4n-1;2n-l)-configuralions or degree 5; 6 are rigidly iSOIOpic if and only

if they are hOll1ology equivalenl.

8.2. Theorell1. The adjacellcy graphs of SPC m and SPC m are
40' 1,20-1, 3 • 1

isomorphic to one anolher for any n>l and 25;m5;5. 1f n>l, lhe adjacency

graph of SPC 6 coincides with Diagram 4 in Appendix. AlI lhe loops
. 40·1.20.1

of these graphs correspond to one-sided inner walls.

. 9. ª!~~!~_~9~!Y~!~'}~~_?L~~~!J?~?i~~!!Y~_~?'}f!g~~~!!?'}~: We say thal

two (n;k)· configuralioos of degree m are slable equivalenl ir their s-rold

suspensions are rigidly isotopic rol' some s.

The following theorem was proved by me and S.Hashin independenlly.

9.1. Theorem. Two ordered (unordered) non-singular

(4n-I;2n-I)-configurations are stable equivalent ir and only ir they are

homology equivalent.

9.2. Remark. The analogous result is true for the l-singular

configurations.

10. !~?!?P~ .i?!'}_~?'}f!g~~~!!?'}~_?L!!'}~~_?ú~r: The following lheorem

was shown by my and S.Hashin together.

10.1. Theorem. Two ordered (unordered) non-singular isotopy join

(3; l)-configuralions are rigidly iSO.IOpic if andon,ly iflhey are homology

equivalenl.

10.2. Remark. The analogous result is true rol' lhe l-singular

configurations.
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DrA. 1. Affine part of non-singular (3; l)-configuration M.



DIA. 2. Affine part of non-singular (3¡1)-configuration L.



DIA. 3. Adjacency graph of SPOL.



l!;I.l...., (jc.li.'I..S .". ~'''))]

5u...•
t C.>c.t ','l.." '''I~lS))}

[5\.\"'·1 (jC.lb,S,4,!>,'I.,l))j
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